Abstract
Ⅰ. Introduction
Hausa belongs to the west branch of the Chadic, one of the five main divisions of the Afro-asiatic phylum, and, unlike other Afro-asiatic members, is a tonal language together with some Cushitic languages. It is the largest member of the Chadic spoken in northern Nigeria, southern Niger, northern Cameroon, and Hausa has rich literary tradition. The richness of Hausa literature is revealed by the existence of various forms of literary genres transmitted through oral or written medium, with each genre displaying its own features in style and contents. Among these genres are oral narratives, poetry, praise singing (song), riddles, clichés, proverbs, and dramatic performance. Song and poetry are the most professional forms of Hausa literature and differ from others in that they are characterized by greater degree of creativity and originality.
II. Song and poetry in traditional and modern Hausa context
One of the most socially significant Hausa literary forms is singing. In traditional Hausa societies, songs, the most prominent form of which is praise songs, play an important role; oral praise singers as agents of public opinion reflect in their songs current social and cultural issues of their communities, and participate in the process of socialization of young Hausa by incorporating essential social ideas in their works. According to the study of M.G. Smith, Hausa praise singers contribute to maintaining the social structure by declaiming the social values of the ruling class such as their patrons' noble status and lineage, wealth, power, generosity, and political and economic influence. The formal occasions for which both male and female singers perform include political rallies or annual Muslim celebrations following the month of Ramadan fasting, as well as
